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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

UDDERED DDDEERU UDDER, mammary gland [adj] 

ULTISOL ILLOSTU ULTISOL -S, reddish-yellow acid soil [n -S] 

UMPTIER EIMPRTU IMPUTER, UMPTIER, UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UNCARED ACDENRU DURANCE, UNCARED, not properly taken care of [adj] 

UNBLIND BDILNNU UNBLIND -S, to free from blindness or illusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNGREEN EEGNNRU harmful to the environment [adj -ER, -EST] 

UNGROUP GNOPRUU UNGROUP -S, to separate from group [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNGULED DEGLNUU UNGLUED, UNGULED, having hoofs of color that is different from body -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

UNHASPS AHNPSSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNIBROW BINORUW UNIBROW -S, single continuous eyebrow formed when hair grows above bridge of nose [n -S] 

UNICOMS CIMNOSU CONIUMS, UNICOMS, UNICOM, radio communications system at some airports [n] 

UNMOULD DLMNOUU UNMOULD -S, to unmold (to remove from mold) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNOAKED ADEKNOU not matured in oak container -- used of wine [adj] 

UNRIVET EINRTUV UNRIVET -S, UNRIVET, VENTURI, to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

UNROPED DENOPRU not roped (to bind with rope (thick line of twisted fibers)) [adj] / UNROPE, to detach oneself from a rope [v] 

UNROPES ENOPRSU UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNSAFER AEFNRSU FURANES, UNSAFER, UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] 

UNTONED DENNOTU UNNOTED, UNTONED, lacking in muscular definition [adj] 

UPALONG AGLNOPU UPALONG -S, location away from person or place [n -S] 

UPCYCLE CCELPUY UPCYCLE -DS, to recycle into something of greater value [v -D, -LING, -S]  

UPSELLS ELLPSSU UPSELL, to try to sell customer something more expensive [v] 

UPSKILL IKLLPSU UPSKILL -S, to improve job skills of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

URGINGS GGINRSU P- URGINGS, SURGING, URGINGS, URGING, attempt to persuade someone to do something [n] 

UROGRAM AGMORRU UROGRAM -S, X-ray of part of urinary tract [n -S] 

URTEXTE EERTTUX TEXTURE, URTEXTE, URTEXT, original text [n] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

ULTISOLS ILLOSSTU ULTISOL, reddish-yellow acid soil [n] 

UMBELULE BEELLMUU UMBELULE -S, secondary umbel [n -S] 

UMPTIEST EIMPSTTU UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UNBLINDS BDILNNSU UNBLIND, to free from blindness or illusion [v] 

UNBURIED BDEINRUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBURIES BEINRSUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNCLONED CDELNNOU not made by cloning [adj]  

UNDELETE DEEELNTU UNDELETE -DS, to cancel deletion of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNDERMAN ADEMNNRU UNDERMAN -S, to fail to provide with enough workers [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

UNDERPAD ADDENPRU UNDERPAD -S, UNDERPAD, UNDRAPED, layer of soft foam laid under carpeting [n -S] 

UNDERSOW DENORSUW UNDERSOW -NS, to sow land already seeded with later-growing crop [v -ED, -N -ING, -S] 

UNDULOUS DLNOSUUU undulating [adj] 

UNFOLLOW FLLNOOUW UNFOLLOW -S, to stop following online [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

UNFONDLY DFLNNOUY not fondly (in fond (having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love)) manner) [adv]  

UNFRIEND DEFINNRU UNFRIEND -S, to defriend (to remove (person's name) from list of friends) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFUSSED DEFNSSUU not fussed (to be overly concerned with small details) [adj]  

UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj]  

UNGROUPS GNOPRSUU UNGROUP, to separate from group [v] 

UNHAPPEN AEHNNPPU UNHAPPEN -S, to become as though never having happened [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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UNHASPED ADEHNPSU UNHASPED, UNSHAPED, UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNHEALTH AEHHLNTU UNHEALTH -SY, state of ill health [n -S] 

UNHIPPER EHINPPRU UNHIP, HIP, aware of most current styles and trends [adj] 

UNIBROWS BINORSUW UNIBROW, single continuous eyebrow formed when hair grows above bridge of nose [n] 

UNIMODAL ADILMNOU having or involving one mode [adj] 

UNINSTAL AILNNSTU UNINSTAL -S, INSULANT, UNINSTAL, to remove file or application from computer [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

UNMOULDS DLMNOSUU UNMOULD, to unmold (to remove from mold) [v] 

UNRIDDEN DDEINNRU not ridden (to sit on, control, and be conveyed by animal or machine) [adj] 

UNRIVETS EINRSTUV UNRIVET, UNRIVETS, VENTURIS,  to remove rivets (metal bolts) from [v] 

UNROPING GINNOPRU UNROPE, to detach oneself from rope [v] 

UNSAFEST AEFNSSTU UNSAFE, SAFE, free from danger [adj] 

UNSEXIER EEINRSUX UNSEXY, SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv]  

UNTHAWS AHNSTUW UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

UNUSABLY ABLNSUUY not usably (capable of being used) [adv]  

UNWAGED ADEGNUW not receiving money for work [adj] 

UPALONGS AGLNOPSU UPALONG, location away from person or place [n] 

UPCYCLED CCDELPUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v]  

UPCYCLES CCELPSUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v]  

UPDOMING DGIMNOPU UPDOMING -S, upward deformation of rock mass into dome shape [n -S] 

UPGRADER ADEGPRRU UPGRADER -S, one that upgrades (to raise to higher grade or standard) [n -S] 

UPSKILLS IKLLPSSU UPSKILL, to improve job skills of someone [v] 

UPSLOPES ELOPPSSU UPSLOPE, upward slope [n] 

UROBORIC BCIOORRU UROBOROS, circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [adj] 

UROBOROS BOOORRSU circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [n -ES] 

UROGRAMS AGMORRSU UROGRAM, X-ray of part of urinary tract [n] 
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